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OBJECTIVES
To understand the awareness and impression of

VR through a variety of perspectives 

To gain insights on the perceived potential of VR

in diverse fields 

To understand how frequent virtual reality users

benefit from VR

To discover how our VR application can close the

knowledge gap and inspire usership 

RESEARCH
GOALS 

Through seasoned users , we expect to gain an

understanding of why they use the technology and

what they hope others can benefit from .

As our application aims to provide an interactive

overview of VR to new users of VR , hearing from

non-virtual reality users will allow us to gauge

actual knowledge and perceptions from this group . 

We also are focusing on potential business

applications of our product , so as to further

understand the perceptions of business directors

and if/how they think virtual reality could elevate

their operations . Also , we want to understand what

they believe to be the most useful elements

Through our research we hope to discover the

strengths and potential of virtual reality through a

variety of perspectives from key publics and experts . 



METHODS
Qualitative Interviews : Interviewed eight individuals

with varying knowledge of virtual reality and its

applications . 

This included four UGA students with limited

exposure to VR and three frequent VR users .

Additionally , we interviewed the Innovative District ’s

Chief Operating Officer . For a business perspective ,

we interviewed two business leaders who work for

the Innovation Gateway which promotes startups

and entrepreneurs and offers access to new

technologies . 

For the interview questions we prepared separate

questions for the no VR experience , VR experience

and business focused interviewees . Each set of

questions began with similar general questions

about virtual reality . Then , the questions were more

specific to the person 's experience .  

We did not utilize a survey as we wanted more in-

depth conversations from a range of perspectives .

interviews allowed a space for descriptive anecdotes

from both students and business professionals . 



NO VR
EXPERIENCE
INTERVIEW
QUESTIONS 

What comes to mind when you think of VR? 

Do you have experience with virtual reality? If

so , which device did you use? How did you

get access to this device?

What do you think the most common use of

VR is?

How do you think awareness and use of

virtual reality has changed in recent years?

What is/was your initial perception of VR?

What has kept you from exploring VR for

yourself?

What change would make VR devices more

appealing to you? 

What do you think VR is used for in

businesses and companies?

What is one experience you would really like

to see brought to life through our VR

application?
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NO VR
EXPERIENCE
FINDINGS 
Through discussing the capabilities and

perceptions of Virtual Reality with inexperienced

users , we gained valuable insight into some of the

misconceptions of VR . Across the board , we saw

that people believed VR is the future , and to some

this was exciting and to others it was terrifying .

Inexperienced users shared what came to their

mind when they heard the term , “virtual reality ,”

and games were the unanimous answer . However ,

each person we interviewed offered various

additional benefits VR could offer them . Some of

these benefits included learning experiences that

are realistic and resourceful , tutorials , physical

therapy , google earth , interior design , and product

creation . VR has so many capabilities that aren ’t

top of mind , and the data we collected illustrates

the gap in the market and the potential we have

to fill it . 

 “It scares me...it's so from the future”
“No one really knows its capabilities”
“If it were more popular, it would be

more appealing to me”
 

QUOTES:



VR EXPERIENCE
INTERVIEW
QUESTIONS 

What comes to mind when you think of VR? 

Do you have experience with virtual reality?

If so , which device did you use? How did you

get access to this device?

What do you think the most common use of

VR is?

How do you think awareness and use of

virtual reality has changed in recent years?

What is/was your initial perception of VR?

How do you think you could benefit from

VR? 

What do you usually use your VR device for?

Do any of your peers use VR? 

What ’s your favorite part about VR?

What do you think VR is used for in

businesses and companies?

What do you wish everyone else knew about

VR?
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VR EXPERIENCE
INTERVIEW
FINDINGS  
Experienced VR users offered a new

perspective into their favorite experiences .

The main shift between the users with

experience is the way they acknowledge VR

as an escape from reality . They give the

experience and technology more credit .

These users still see VR used for mostly

games , but they describe more variety

within the experiences and game offerings .

They had more knowledge on the

increasing accessibility of VR technology .

VR is a far more immersive way to play

games , and the perspective gained by the

experienced users confirmed this . 

QUOTES:
"After having the opportunity to use

various applications and games on VR
my interest in VR and hope for its

growth only continues."
 

"There is something on VR headsets for
everyone...like peaceful experiences not

just gaming. Everyone should try it."
 



BUSINESS
PERSPECTIVE
INTERVIEW
QUESTIONS 
Tim Martin is the Associate Director of the Startup

program within Innovation Gateway and serves as

a mentor , advisor and internal consultant for all

life science startup companies

What comes to mind when you think of VR? 

Do you have experience with virtual reality? If so ,

which device did you use? How did you get

access to this device?

What do you think the most common use of VR

is?

How do you think awareness and use of virtual

reality has changed in recent years?

What is/was your initial perception of VR?

How do you think virtual reality would impact

your business?

Have you seen virtual reality used in other

businesses?
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BUSINESS
PERSPECTIVE
INTERVIEW
QUESTIONS 
Kevin Wu is the Engineer Catalyst for the Startup

program within the Innovation Gateway program at

the University of Georgia and serves as the point of

contact . He also runs the MakerSpace in the

Innovation Lab . 

What comes to mind when you think of VR? 

Do you have experience with virtual reality? If so ,

which device did you use? How did you get

access to this device?

What do you think the most common use of VR

is?

What elements of VR do you think have the most

potential to be used by entrepreneurs?

Have you seen virtual reality used in other

businesses?

What do you hope to see developed in VR? What

do you hope to see it be used for? 
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BUSINESS
PERSPECTIVE
FINDINGS 
Through discussions with Kevin Wu and Tim Martin of the

Innovation Gateway at the University of Georgia we gained insights

on the potential application of virtual reality within the business

space . Both interviewees had no experience in creating virtual

reality applications but had used them in the past . Common uses

they cited were gaming for the public and prototyping for

businesses . Wu said that a large barrier entry for VR production is

the learning curve to actually use and create with VR . Additionally ,

they both mentioned that VR experiences are very limited for the

broad public . 

When considering the strengths of virtual reality , Wu referenced the

ability to manipulate objects in a virtual setting as well as the

demonstrative power . For businesses , Wu said creating prototypes

of a product with VR could be a potential area of growth and VR

could be a more immersive way to demonstrate value rather than

creating a physical object . Also , Martin emphasized the importance

of the ability to scale in VR to understand complex topics . 

From Wu and Martin we can narrow down certain strengths of VR to

scalability , manipulation and immersion which can be integrated in

our project to showcase the key elements of VR . 

QUOTES:
"With VR there’s more detail than what we can

see on a screen which helps us understand scale
and the nuances of an object”- Martin

 

“Potential to be a very great way of
demonstrating things and could be a easier way

to prototype more complicated mechanisms” - Wu

https://financesonline.com/virtual-reality-statistics/


FUTURE 
PLANS
To further understand our target audience and the potential of

virtual reality applications , we will continue to conduct

interviews . We plan to interview UGA Grady professor Dr . Ahn ,

who conducts research in virtual reality , to learn more about the

technology . We also hope to gain more insight into the potential

impact the technology can have on businesses . 

As we connected with Ian , the mastermind and inspiration

behind the direction we are taking our app in , our perspective

was widened . Through our conversation , he provided an ideal

sequence for our experiences and highlighted key elements of VR

that we could incorporate . These included high impact video ,

interaction and visualization . 

This technology and the app we are creating have the potential

to have a huge impact in business and education moving forward .

We plan to reach out to more leaders in various industries to

better understand the specifics of the impact . We will also

continue to touch base with Ian on findings and ideas . 
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